The World Wide Web (WWW) is a reservoir of enormous amount of data which is primarily embedded within unstructured text documents. E-commerce websites, social networking sites, and discussion forums have become a common place for writing informal opinions about products and other related information. A substantial amount of research has been directed towards mining these texts and concludes on the overall meaning of the users and to assign a grade to the products under discussion. These grading systems often become helpful for users to get an informed opinion about the products he/she wants to buy. There have been different techniques adopted by the opinion website developers to provide end users an overall meaning of the contents, like numerical rating on some predefined scale, star rating, and calculation of the percentage of users who are satisfied or dissatisfied with a product. However, all these methods have failed to segregate the features on the basis of opinion expressed in them or to cluster them in different group which gives a general insight into the features grouped together. In this paper, a framework has been presented which first extracts the feature, modifier and opinion from the dataset and then using clustering mechanism divides them into discrete clusters on the basis of users' opinion, in which the intra-cluster similarity between the features are high whereas the inter-cluster similarity is very low.
INTRODUCTION
In recent past, due to increasing popularity of the World Wide Web (WWW) and online social media, including online social networking sites, micro-blogging sites, online discussion forums, newsgroups, review sites, blogs, etc. there has been an unabated growth in user-generated contents causing the problem of information overload. Though the amount of useful information and knowledge contained in such data sources is very high, the research challenge lies in the fact that distillation of knowledge from such repository is very difficult, as most of them are either unstructured or semistructured in nature. As a result, there is an increasing need of converting the information embedded within unstructured or semi-structured sources into a structured form, generally termed as database curation, without which the knowledge cannot be assimilated in a meaningful way which can be perceived by the users without exploring the pile of documents. Once the data contained in unstructured or semistructured text documents are mapped to a structured format, the novel data mining techniques, especially the frequent and sequential pattern mining techniques, can be applied to mine meaningful patterns from textual data.
Though, a number of techniques including document classification and clustering, information extraction, text summarization, etc. have been developed to analyze information contained in textual data, they are not sufficient to be applied on opinion data sources that have the intricacy of the embedded natural language in the documents. Though a good number of research efforts have been diverted towards analyzing opinion sources, including feature and opinion extraction, and sentiment analysis, to the best of our knowledge, no research effort has been made to identify patterns among product features based on the associated opinions expressed by the users and then to cluster it in such a way that the satisfaction/dissatisfaction of the user on a particular feature influence his/her satisfaction/dissatisfaction over other features by analyzing the set of features lying in a group. Moreover, this kind of clustering of feature patterns could be very useful for feature-based target marketing of products through highlighting high influential features at the outset to attract potential customers.
In this paper, the clustering task has been done using two main steps. In the first step, the <f, m, o> triplet has been extracted, where f stands for the features, o is opinion and m is the optional modifier expressed on that measure which is used to intensify or diminish the effect of the opinion. For example in a statement "The quality of food in the hotel was extremely good", the extracted f will be food, o will be good and m will be extremely. The list of the extracted triplets are maintained in a structured data file so that further processing can be applied on it in order to perform the granular approach of feature analysis. In the second step the k-means clustering algorithm has been used on the extracted triplets by constructing a matrix of features and opinions. Each entry of the matrix will contain the number of opinions expressed on that feature. Thereafter the clustering algorithm is run using WEKA which makes clusters taking different values of k. The results of the clusters are interpreted and presented to the user.
In order to establish the efficacy of the proposed methods in this paper, the dataset related to the digital camera domain has been used in which review documents related to four different models of digital camera are considered.
RELATED WORKS
Classification of a document or sentence into positive, negative or neutral classes is not the only solution to many problems as many times the need arises to perform featurebased opinion mining so that the users get a more informed opinion on the features of a product. Moreover, a positive opinion of a document does not mean that the author likes all the features of the product, and similarly a negative opinion does not means that author dislikes all the features of the product. For example, in a product review, the reviewers often write both positive and the negative opinion of the product, and may write a final opinion of the product at the end. In order to find the list of positive and negative features, it is required to go in details at the sentence level categorization. As given in [1] , there are two tasks which have to be performed at this level.
 To identify and extract the features of a product on which the reviewers have expressed their opinions. For example, in the sentence "the size of the display of the mobile phone is amazing", the product feature is "display".
 To determine the polarity (positive, negative or neutral) of the opinions. For example, in the previous sentence, the polarity of the opinion word "amazing" expressed over the product feature "display" is positive.
An opinion can be expressed on any subject which can be a product, an organization, an individual, a topic, an event, a policy, or a news etc. As mentioned in [2] , the general term "object" is used to denote entities that have been commented by the users. Each object has a set of components and also a set of attributes. Some of the algorithms used by the researchers to find patterns in opinionated texts are label sequential rules (LSR) as discussed in [3, 4] . In this method, features can be noun, adjective, verb or adverb, and the labels along with their POS tags used for mining are {$feature, NN}, {$feature, JJ}, {$feature, RB}, etc., where $feature denotes a feature extracted from the text, and NN, JJ, VB, and RB stands for Noun, Verb, Adjective, and Adverb, respectively. It has that 60-70% of the features are explicit noun phrases, a small portion of the explicit features are verbs and 20-30% of the features are implicit features. A word that indicates an implicit feature is called an implicit feature indicator.
In [16] a rule based system has been proposed to identify features. Some other notable works in this area has been done by Ding et al. [5] , Bodendorf et al. [6] , Chaoji et al. [7] , Balahur et al. [8] , Lafferty et al. [9] , and Freitag et al. [10] .
PROPOSED OPINION ANALYSIS SYSTEM
In this section, the design of the clustering techniques has been proposed for feature segregation from the point of the view of opinion mining in figure 1 Ontology learning is an area that has fascinated many a researchers .
Traditionally ontology development is a time consuming process that is not very conducive to changes in the domain knowledge and is not error -free, therefore, numerous frameworks and methodologies have been proposed to reduce the effort and resources required to develop ontology and provide more accurate results .
In this regard some of the pertinent ones are briefly discussed below . Ontology learning is an area that has fascinated many a researchers . Traditionally ontology development is a time consuming process .
that is not very conducive to changes in the domain knowledge and is not error -free, therefore, numerous frameworks and methodologies have been proposed to reduce the effort and resources required to develop ontology and provide more accurate re sults.
In this regard some of the pertinent ones are briefly discussed below . tags, and presents them as individual unstructured record documents for further processing. The cleaned documents are converted into numeric vectors using unigram model for the purpose of subjectivity/objectivity analysis. In document vectors a value represents the likelihood of each word being in a subjective or objective sentence.
Subjective/ Objective Analyzer

Subjective/Objective Analyzer
As stated by Pang and Lee [11] subjective sentences are expressive of the reviewer's sentiment about the product, and objective sentences do not have any direct or obvious bearing on or support of that sentiment. Therefore, the idea of subjectivity analysis is used to retain segments (sentences) of a review that are more subjective in nature and filter out those that are more objective. This increases the system performance both in terms of efficiency and accuracy. The idea proposed by Yeh in [12] is used to divide the reviews into subjective parts and objective parts. In this paper he expressed the idea of cohesiveness to indicate segments of a review that are more subjective in nature versus those that are more objective. The experiment used a corpus of subjective and objective sentences used in [11] for training purpose. The training set is used to get the probability for each word to be subjective or objective, and the probability of a sentence to be subjective or objective is calculated using the unigram model. The Decision Tree classifier of Weka [13] is trained to classify the unseen review sentences into subjective and objective classes
Document Parser
Since our aim is to extract product features from text documents, all subjective sentences are parsed using Stanford Parser , which assigns Parts-Of-Speech (POS) tags to English words based on the context in which they appear. The POS information is used to locate different types of information of interest inside the text documents. For example, generally noun phrases correspond to product features therefore the first step is to extract nouns from the documents in order to generate frequent patterns. Each sentence is converted into dependency tree using Stanford Parser. The dependency tree, also known as word-word relationship, encodes the grammatical relations between every pair of words. The Stanford parser gives the output in the form of a dependency tree as well as typed dependency. The typed dependency diagram will be ultimately used for the extraction of the features after applying the rules.
Feature and Opinion Learner
This module is responsible to extract feasible information component from review documents. Later, information components are processed to identify product features and opinions. It takes the dependency tree generated by Document Parser as input and output the feasible information component after analyzing noun phrases and the associated adjectives possibly preceded with adverbs. On observation, it was found that product features are generally noun phrases and opinions are either only adjectives or adjectives preceded by adverbs. For example, consider the following review sentence:
In the above sentence, "battery life" is a noun phrase and appears as one of the features of Nokia N95 whereas, the adjective word "good" along with the adverb "very" is an opinion to express the concern of reviewer. Therefore, an information component has been defined as a triplet <F, M, O> where, F is a noun phrase and O is adjective word possibly representing product feature. M represents adverb that act as modifier and used to intensify the opinion O. M is also used to capture the negative opinions explicitly expressed in the review.
Information Component Extraction
The information component extraction mechanism is implemented as a rule-based system [16] which analyses dependency tree to extract information components. The rules are presented below to highlight the function of the system. Thereafter, the modifier is searched and information component is generated in the same way as in rule 1.
Rule 3:
In a dependency tree T , if there exists a amod(w i , w j ) relation such that POS(w j )  NN* or POS(w j )  DET*, w i and w j are not stop-words and the sentence does not contain any subj relation then extract (w i , w j ) and w i is assumed to a feature and w j to be the opinion.
Feature and Opinion Extraction
It was found that a large number of commonly occurring noun and adjective phrases are eliminated due to the design of the information component itself, but further processing is necessary to consolidate the final list of information components and thereby the product features and opinions. During the consolidation process, two things are taken into consideration. In the first stage, since product features are the key noun phrases on which opinions are applied, so a feasible collection of product features is identified using term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf). In the second stage of analysis, however, for each product feature the list of all opinions and modifiers is compiled that are used later for polarity determination of the opinion sentences.
The tf-idf value for each noun phrase is calculated using equations 3.1 and 3.2 where, tf(t i ) is the number of documents containing t i , |D| is the total number of documents and
is the number of documents where t i appears. All those noun phrases having tf-idf value above a threshold are considered as relevant features. Thereafter, for each retained feature, the list of opinion words and modifiers are compiled from information components and are stored in a structured form.
This module uses a corpus of 1025 1 customer reviews on four different models of digital camera in order to extract the feature and their related information.
From the dataset, a total of 182 features were extracted from the documents and the top 10 features were retained after feasibility analysis. The list of top 10 features extracted from the dataset after applying the rules in information component extraction has been shown in table 1. For each document a list of features found in that document was compiled and stored in a data file. The modifier and their associated opinions were not taken into consideration for the purpose of frequent pattern mining as they will be used in the next chapter for calculation of weights of the features and their clustering. The performance of the whole system has been presented which is analyzed by taking into account the performance of the feature and opinion extraction process. Since terminology and complex proper names are not found in Dictionaries, an obvious problem of any automatic method for concept extraction is to provide objective performance evaluation. Therefore manual evaluation has been performed to judge the overall performance of the system. For evaluation of the experimental results, the standard IR performance measures have been taken. From the extraction results, true positive TP (number of correct feature-opinion pairs the system identifies as correct), the false positive FP (number of incorrect featureopinion pairs the system falsely identifies as correct), true negative TN (number of incorrect feature-opinion pairs the system identifies as incorrect), and the false negatives FN (number of correct feature-opinion pairs the system fails to identify as correct) has been calculated. Table 2 shows the result of the various measures achieved on the dataset. Feature clustering involves a method to cluster the extracted features into various groups such that the intra-group similarity is high but the inter-group similarity is low. The objective behind feature clustering is to identify the features that are more or less similar based on the opinions expressed over them. On analysis, it was found that the nature of the graph makes it most successful method for applying clustering algorithms [14] . The task is to identify the features that are very much related together and to eliminate unimportant features. An important objective from the manufactures' point of view to identify the group of features that are inter-related in such a way that improving one feature may indirectly improve the rank of other features. Once this task is performed with a reasonable accuracy, it can be deduced that the set of features belonging to a group form a cohesive group of features. In order to perform clustering, a network diagram of the extracted top-10 features has been drawn in order to know the relationship of the features among themselves. In order to draw the network diagram UCINET v6.0 for Windows tool [15] has been used whose output appears as a set of nodes and the interconnections between them. A particular feature having no interaction with other features is plotted as an isolated node. Figure 2 shows the network diagram of the top-10 features, in which the weights of the edges are shown alongside the edges.
Feature clustering has been done by identifying 25 different features, as shown in table 3, from the list of extracted information triplets. Along with the features, the list of opinions expressed over them has also been extracted, as shown in table 4.
For clustering, the k-Means algorithm has been implemented which is a component of WEKA machine learning tool. To execute this algorithm, it is required to convert the extracted features and opinions triplets into the form which can be executed by the tool. Therefore, the data file is converted into the Attribute Relationship File Format (.arff), which requires the attribute as well as the data embedded in the same file. From the dataset, the occurrence of the opinions for each feature and consequently generated a matrix of order 25 x 20 which contains normalized numeric values reflecting featureopinion associations has been calculated. A snapshot of the data file generated from digital camera documents for clustering is shown in figure 3 , and the corresponding .arff file with the dataset loaded for generating clusters is shown in figure 4 . Figure 5 shows the output of the WEKA program with k = 4 clusters. The number of instances falling is each clusters can be seen at the bottom of the figure. Camera   25  22  30  18  30  28  20  15  5  10  19  0  0  0  5  0  0  0  0  0   Picture   31  19  13  15  17  20  5  30  0  8  11  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0   Lens   15  9  15  5  17  12  2  5  6  5  11  0  0  0  0  0  3  0  0  0   Zoom   8  12  10  16  16  15  3  12  5  7  5  0  0  0  0  0  15  0  0  0   Photos   26  15  20  22  8  8  7  10  9  7 
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed clustering approach, the clustering results has been analysed for different values of k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4. To run the clustering algorithm, the Euclidean distance measures, which refers to distance between two points in a straight line has been used. The advantage of this distance measure lies in its fair measure of how similar ratings are for specific preferences or items. The other parameters like maximum number of iterations was set to 500 and since there were no missing values in the dataset, the parameter for dontReplaceMissingValues has been set as "true". The sample results for k = 2, k = 3, and k = 4 are shown in table 5. On the basis of the clusters formed by the K-means algorithm, the results of the experiment are interpreted in the following manner. An interpretation of the clustering results obtained at k = 2 can be summarized as follows:
1. Cluster-0 has features whose importance is low as few reviewers have commented directly on these features. However, it is very evident in this grouping is that all the features are related to the camera operations. 2. Cluster-1 has all the features on which the reviewers have expressed positive opinions as well as negative opinions and these features are important from both users and manufacturers point of views.
Thus, it can be deduced that clustering at k = 2, does not give encouraging result as the clustering is done mostly on the frequency of the features. Similarly, the interpretation of the clustering results at k = 3 can be summarized as follows:
1. Cluster-0 has resolution and clarity, whose frequency of occurrence is low, but with positive opinions. One notable point is that both of the features mapped to cluster-0 are interdependent as high resolution indicated higher clarity and viceversa. 2. Cluster-1 contains almost all features that occur in most of the documents and the opinion expressed on this feature group is quite high and positive. The features in this cluster can be termed as most important features for any product. The features which is worth mentioning here are "LCD" with "View-screen", and "Picture" with "Photos" that are synonym of one another and they are rightly mapped to one cluster. 3. Cluster-2 features are the one whose overall satisfaction level of the reviewers is low as very few reviews used highly positive sentiment words like "excellent", "amazing", and "awesome". These features can be considered as critical features that could be improved by the manufacturer for better customers' satisfaction. The highlight of this group is the features like "Price" and "Money", "Software" and "Share-software", which rightly mapped to the same group having the same semantic meaning.
Finally, the interpretation of the clustering results at k = 4 can be summarized as follows:
1. Cluster-0 remains intact as in the previous case since no new features moves in or out from this cluster. 2. Cluster-1 has now four features that have carved their place from cluster-1 obtained at k = 3, as these features are the one whose importance with other group members like "picture", "lens", "zoom", "LCD", etc. is low, because not many reviewers have commented frequently on these features. However, most of the comments on these features are positive and so they can be described as features having positive opinions but with low frequency. 3. Cluster-2 is same as the previous case and so all these features that mapped to this group are features on which the users' satisfaction level is not high and can be termed as features with low negative satisfaction level. It also includes some features that have not been frequently commented resulting low frequency in the dataset. 4. Cluster-3 contains the features that are same as cluster-1 obtained at k = 3, and it can be termed as features that are mostly liked by the reviewers and the comments expressed by them are fairly high. These features are the most important features of the product and are liked by the reviewers.
It can be observed from the experimental results of clustering mentioned above that it is an interesting approach to identify feature patters in which clusters are formed by not only taking features as a discrete quantity for input, but taking their related opinions as an additional parameter for performing the clustering and identifying similar feature group addressing a particular aspect of end-users.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multi-attributed feature clustering mechanism has been proposed that exploits expressed opinions over features to classify them into clusters based on the concerns (positive or negative) of the end users. The proposed clustering mechanism can be used to group features into different coherent clusters that provide an insight on the behavior of the features expressed in users' reviews. The advantage of such a method is that the user can find features which are dependent on one another and lies in a group. This clustering mechanism can also help manufacturers who want to know the features on which the user satisfaction is high or low so that they may concentrate on them without going through pile of review documents.
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